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but I have to say I absolutely LOVED it! I'm finally looking forward to the long winter today, and
all the tips will be placed to good make use of! I never figured out who I was or what I was good
at so maybe my entire life has not been as fulfilling since it might have been.. Immerse yourself
in the present and invite more "encounter time" in face to face encounters. I guess you could say
it's type of the same concept as "mindfulness" but not specifically. I was encouraged when she
said everyone must discover their own hygge, but then she proceeded to tell the reader to
accomplish it her way. I wanted to learn more in what "hygge" was after reading "A Calendar
year of Living Danishly" by Helen Russell, so I got this book. I came across this book while
looking for Hygge after an interview on NPR with Meik Wiking. I have pretty good health, friends
and close family members. It's about feeling true and pleased with one's self, being open and
posting in one's community. I'm pleased I did!The Cozy Existence is a joy to learn. Easy to read
and self-care ideas I absolutely love this reserve and all the ways to have coziness in my life
Clear to see with a lot to think about! MANY THANKS! This Danish idea is found in many
mindful living text messages. This Cozy Lifestyle will help you to find the simple joys in lifestyle.
The best gift this publication provides any reader: for sure methods for alleviating cellular phone
separation anxiety. It would seem that hygge will be so easier in Denmark because the culture is
very egalitarian and folks seems a lot more inclined to place even more importance on calming
with friends. Through our desired connection to people via cellular internet, we tend to
disconnect from ourselves. Without occasions of silence and peace that people only find
whenever we are disconnected from our display, we lose the connection to the soul and
personal. Edberg invites you to put down the telephone and grab a blending bowl, a color brush,
or project. I had under no circumstances heard about the Danish concept of "hygge" before this
publication, but I must say I definitely LOVED it! Good reminder though, to see the bright side
and unplug every once in awhile."Allow your soul to meet up with your body, and don't feel the
need to distract yourself"This publication could have easily been titled "The Soul Life." I think
the American idea of Soul has parallels to Hygge. After reading the reviews for that book, I
chose that one instead. A Hygge lifestyle is authentic. Excellent book I did not know any thing
about Hygge before scanning this publication. The Cozy Existence can point you in the right
direction :) Three Stars This book is pleasant, but sort of repetitive and not that informative. fell
deeply in love with it. I didn't regret the time I allocated to the book though because it was
enjoyable. The Hygge Lifestyle Nice little book about the hygge lifestyle. If you're unfamiliar with
hygge, well, it's brilliant. I first encountered this idea when I spent time in the Netherlands, and I
utterly fell in love with it. This book gives a nice introduction. Stick to that up with A Season of
Living Danishly, and you will have a whole new approach to life that is utterly satisfying. I
randomly read it because it was free of charge and was wishing of something more socio-
cultural/historical. Probably my expectations for the content were not reasonable. I randomly
discovered this reserve yesterday & downloaded the kindle edition. I appreciated the
straightforward and to the point way the author wrote this publication. It was readable and I'm
excited to put her suggestions into practice! Buy it! As anyone who has grown to dread the
winter months, this was just what I needed. After scanning this, I even decided to redo our
livingroom to create it extra cozy for this year-- smooth blankets, fuzzy rugs, and candles. It
makes such a notable difference. I’m going looking for some friends to Hygge with! I guess you
can say it's sort . The author comes across as a delightful friend who I'd love to invite over for a
glass of tea by a cozy fire. Any of us with a good phone have likely encountered as soon as of
feeling anxious without our beloved mobile device. Within the Says, everything revolves around
making money and competition with one another. The best part of guidance is staying linked to



loved ones (all year round, really) and building a sense of community-- there have been
countless research showing that that by itself is one of the biggest pillars of happiness and
longevity. Good product I purchased this for my girl if she was happy Cute Basically that is a
mild self help publication to encourage visitors to slow down, appreciate life, and be a little more
optimistic. Joyful Read! The easy range drawings by the author found throughout the book were
delightful. They were a reminder that hygge is approximately simple things. Love it! I came
across many ideas that I will utilize this year for a simpler Christmas--and there exists a fun
30-time hygge challenge by the end of the book! Interesting subject to me I have just recently
discovered the concept of Hygge and want to incorporate the fundamentals into my very own
life. I came across this book really worth reading, and will refer to it again and again. If you are
looking for purpose or signifying, all you have to do is just a little hygge. I came across this book
easy to read and extremely interesting. The author gave examples of ways to have a hygge way
of living like the Danes. Edberg shares her knowledge of hygge through autobiographical
storytelling, philosophical tidbits and action steps. This is an excellent mindful book. I am not
really a strong reader (easily distracted ) I was able to sit and examine this while drinking
espresso all the way through. It gives great insight to living a far more intentional life. The writer
makes it easy to understand and also gives listed suggestions to try to live more hygge! And I
gained a better description of what hygge can be from this book, and learned it is not simply for
winter, but all year long. Hygge is a way of life of coziness and a comforting state of mind. I must
say i enjoyed your book.. In reading your publication I have looked back within my life so far and
recognize that it is not as bad as I believed. He recently released The Little Reserve of Hygge. I
will experience blessed with so very much and don't take enough time to understand it all. Many
thanks for waking me up and providing me new on-site into a better method of considering life.
A cozy book! Quick Read We came across the idea of Hygge in the past & Hygge is more than
coziness, it's warmth and connection. Relax Great perspective. If the thought of slowing, of
appreciating the tiny things in lifestyle and seeing the beauty in everyday moments appeals to
you, you will love this publication! Fun read! Delightful, short read This book is a good, short
introduction to hygge. Pia brushes on minimalism which seems to be a concept/lifestyle that is
important to overall happiness. Reading this publication sensed like having a conversion with a
friend.
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